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Not sure of what “fichu” means but here in context it seems to refer to appearance of “pigeon.” 

Correlating this just on basic recollections of is it this cue: racism[e] … 

“pigeon” English. 

    On an  

Intercultural application perhaps the derivation of English is our: 
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 Those that are non actual animal to interaction with actual animal being the method to comprehension 

of such interactions.  

  The avenue context of course is fashion where the start of this this paragraph though describing; in the 

start fashion form of a different time; to a certain point is related also to recollected cultural 

demonstration of fashion; … I’m not sure but of the ‘60s. 

Source, citation: Costume Design and Making, A Practical Handbook (by) Mary Fernald & E. Shenton  

Achoo! [cited: archie, [?] cartoon theme] 

on cited: pgs. 62-63 

The imagery: seen art seems to imply  

[theme: seams] 

  What has been seen as obvious that [in at least recent] more modern te/imes 

----an after-thought 

[m,] ode, rn (so a rn is an ode to perhaps the obvious m …) 

  Is that dress has to do  

with warrior skill. 

  & what do you suppose the “introductory note.---“ is teaching [us] about how to come into/follow 

actual warrior skill. [Hints on combat Intellectualisms: a definition of scope] cited theme product: scope  

  At close-like examination [think, as review? Taking a test] At least one hat “pigeon” s into such as an 

elephant’s trunk; setting scape of a montage  

 

Next part: 

N.M. homicide investigation write-up notes;  almost bizarre notes 

tag[s]: also in cited: marshal, notes 

is at some point living with a bunch of ppl; and this is not the bizarre part; she begins to date one of 

them and is still qualified as transgender … 

is at this point a male becoming female; is at this point sure that she is not in the United States; and 

wants to move [there]. The person she is dating wants her to dye her hair blonde [away] from her usual 

darker hair color … and this is a bit strange, because he recommends the same color as his own hair; so 
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not the good version of strange. Sort of like identity theft, and less like friendliness …  [in this specific 

context] 

After the hair dye job … he starts to call himself the new same name as N.M. and they live in a 

communal environment; now …, so there are something like two of them … before this is exactly 

“normal” outside of family relationships; soon N.M.’s new dating partner asks to borrow her clothes, 

and calls himself her dad. He then tells her he doesn’t approve of gay dating in Dutch culture despite 

dating N.M.; and recently starting a sexual phase of their relationship; soon after he starts cheating on 

her with a man who is not going through the transgender process, and tells her he’s going to keep 

cheating on her. N.M. can’t stop crying in public and in the communal living environment and she is 

ridiculed for this by the other people around; soon the man her dating partner proposes cheating with: 

her on; starts mocking N.M.’s transgenderism; and demonstrating ridiculing of cross-dressing through 

stealing N.M.’s new: trans clothes: … and depicting them gross-ly. No-one defends N.M.’s 

transgenderism in this LGBTIQ living situation; and the cheated with escalates his behavior by stating 

he’s going to kill N.M. for her identity; and carries around a musical instrument  

Which has a specific & particular significance to N.M. [what is the significance.] 

 

Advisory note: the flashing digital image of N.M. crying; has propelled N.M.’s homiciders [unjust] 

through time to ask me if I’m o.k.; as if I know them personally. How odd, indeed. 

cited: Stonewall riots & corresponding murders 

cultural observational notes: In the integration of re-enactment & recording at this period a portion of 

N.M’s wardrobe looks like it belongs per her description to … a Mormon fashion & there are repeated 

elongated sobbing mockings following her around.  

 


